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In 1995, computer fraud took down England's oldest bank. In 1996, Omega Engineering Company lost over $10 million to one disgruntled employee's computer fraud. In 2001, two Cisco Systems employees stole $8 million in computer stock option refunds through computer fraud. And technology experts and professional crime fighters predict that computer crime will continue to explode in the coming years. Brimming with these and other astonishing real-life case studies written by the ACFE members who investigated them, Computer Fraud Casebook reveals how vulnerable all businesses are to fraud and offers investigation and prevention guidance to stop cyber-thieves in their virtual tracks.
Gone are the days when a small business might lose only a few thousand dollars to fraud. Today, computer fraud costs companies and consumers billions of dollars. In cyberspace, the fraudster has morphed from a hapless rip-off artist into a clever, diabolical techno-thief with the ability to steal and destroy on a grand scale around the world. High-tech criminals can obliterate records, bankrupt companies, steal money, cheat consumers, rob identities, and cause unprecedented havoc, often with a single click of the mouse.      

Author Joseph Wells, founder and Chairman of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners—the world's leading anti-fraud organization—provides readers with an understanding of the scope and complexity of computer crime. Focusing on cases committed in the workplace, Wells introduces the scam methods and techniques that were unheard of just a few years ago. His comprehensive compilation forms a clear picture of the many types of computer fraud out there—including e-mail fraud, online auction fraud, security breaches, and counterfeiting—and how they were investigated across industries and throughout the world. Once fraud occurs, recovering the victim's money is difficult, if not impossible. The forty-two case studies in Computer Fraud Casebook reveal how and why prevention is the number-one goal of theanti-fraud specialist.       

From their rise to success through their cunning and diabolical schemes to their eventual capture and downfall, Computer Fraud Casebook is full of amazing stories of the investigators' dedication, skill, and intelligence to uncover fraudsters and put an end to corruption. From these stories, auditors, controllers, IT managers, investigators, law enforcement professionals, fraud examiners, clients, employers, managers, consumers, students—virtually anyone with a computer—will discover a wealth of resources available to snare criminals and, even more importantly, prevent fraud from happening in the first place.    

       About the Author
   

Joseph T. Wells, CFE, CPA, is the founder and Chairman of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE). Mr. Wells writes, researches, andlectures to business and professional groups on fraud-related issues and is frequently quoted in the media. He was the 2002 winner of the Innovation in Accounting Education Award presented by the American Accounting Association (AAA), and he was named to Accounting Today magazine's annual list of the "Top 100 Most Influential People" in accounting for nine years in a row.
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Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard: Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2007
Learn how to get the most out of Mac OS X version 10.5 Leopard with legendary teacher and author Robin Williams.
 
 The Peachpit Learning Series  brings you the best-selling authors you know and love, on the topics  that are near and dear to you, in a format that allows...
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Multi-slice and Dual-source CT in Cardiac Imaging: Principles - Protocols - Indications - OutlookSpringer, 2006

	This book discusses the state-of-the-art developments in multi-slice CT for cardiac imaging as well as those that can be anticipated in the future. It is a comprehensive work covering all aspects of this technology from the technical fundamentals to clinical indications and protocol recommendations. This second edition draws on the most...
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File Management Made Simple, Windows EditionApress, 2015

	Managing data is an essential skill that every PC user should have. Surprisingly though, a large number of users--even highly experienced users--exhibit poor file management skills, resulting in frustration and lost data. This brief but invaluable book, File Management Made Simple can resolve this by providing you...
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Learning the Korn ShellO'Reilly, 1993
This Nutshell Handbook(R) is a thorough introduction to the Korn shell, both as a user interface and as a programming language. 
 
The Korn shell, like the C and Bourne shells, is a program that interprets UNIX commands. It has many features that aren't found in other shells, including command history (the ability to recall and edit...
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Convert!: Designing Web Sites to Increase Traffic and ConversionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In 2007, I wrote an ebook called “Save the Pixel—the Art of Simple Web Design,”
	which teaches that simplicity is the key to designing web pages that work. Th e book
	has sold more than 8,000 copies, and my agency Scratchmedia has become well
	known for the clean, spacious design style.
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LabVIEW based Advanced Instrumentation SystemsSpringer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. User-friendly, computercontrolled instrumentation and data analysis techniques are revolutionizing the way measurements are being made, allowing nearly instantaneous comparison between theoretical predictions, simulations, and actual experimental results. This book provides comprehensive...
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